Abstract. We present a comprehensive methodology for proving correctness of concurrent data structures. We exemplify our methodology by using it to give a roadmap for proving linearizability of the popular Lazy List implementation of the concurrent set abstraction. Correctness is based on our key theorem, which captures sufficient conditions for linearizability. In contrast to prior work, our conditions are derived directly from the properties of the data structure in sequential runs, without requiring the linearization points to be explicitly identified.
Introduction
While writing an efficient concurrent data structure is challenging, proving its correctness properties is usually even more challenging. Our goal is to simplify the task of proving correctness. We present a methodology that offers algorithm designers a constructive way to analyze their data structures, using the same principles that were used to design them in the first place. It is a generic appproach for proving handcrafted concurrent data structures' correctness, which can be used for presenting intuitive proofs.
The methodology we present here generalizes our previous work on readswrite concurrency [10] , and deals also with concurrency among write operations as well as with any number of update steps per operation (rather than a single update step per operation as in [10] ). To do so, we define the new notions of base point preserving steps, commutative steps, and critical sequence. We demonstrate the methodology by proving linearizability of Lazy List [8] , as opposed to toy examples in [10] .
Our analysis consists of three stages. In the first stage we identify conditions, called base conditions [10] , which are derived entirely by analysis of sequential behavior, i.e., we analyze the algorithm as if it is designed to implement the data structure correctly only in sequential executions. These conditions link states of the data structure with outcomes of operations running on the data structure from these states. More precisely, base conditions tell us what needs to be satisfied by a state of the data structure in order for a sequential execution to reach a specific point in an operation from that state. For example, Lazy List's contains(31) operation returns true if 31 appears in the list. A possible base condition for returning true is "there is an element that is reachable from the head of the list and its value is 31". Every state of Lazy List that satisfies this base condition causes contains(31) to return true.
In the second stage of our analysis we prove the linearization of update operations, (i.e., operations that might modify shared memory). We state two conditions on update operations that together suffice for linearizability. The first is commutativity of steps taken by concurrent updates. The idea here is that if two operations' writes to shared memory are interleaved, then these operations must be independent. Such behavior is enforced by standard synchronization approaches, e.g., two-phase locking. The second condition requires that some state reached during the execution of the update operation satisfy base conditions of all the update operation's writes. For example, the update steps of an add(7) operation in Lazy List depend on the predecessor and successor of 7 in the list. Indeed, Lazy List's add(7) operation writes to shared memory only after locking these nodes, which prevent concurrent operations from changing the two nodes that satisfy the base conditions of add (7)'s steps.
In the third stage we consider the relationship between update operations and read-only operations. We first require each update operation to have at most one point in which it changes the state of the data structure in a way that "affects" read-only operations. We capture the meaning of "affecting" read-only operations using base conditions. Intuitively, if an update operation has a point in which it changes something that causes the state to satisfy a base condition of a read-only operation, then we know that this point defines the outcome of the read-only operation. For example, Lazy List's remove(3) operation first marks the node holding 3, and then detaches it from its predecessor. Since contains treats marked nodes as deleted, the second update step does not affect contains.
In addition, we require that each read-only operation has a state in the course of its execution that satisfies its base condition. In order to show that such a state exists, we need to examine how the steps that we have identified in the update operations affect the base conditions of the read-only operations. For example, in Lazy List, contains(9) relies on the fact that if a node holding 9 is reachable from the head of the list, then there was some concurrent state in which a node holding 9 was part of the list. We need to make sure that the update operations support this assumption.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides formal preliminaries. We formally present and illustrate the analysis approach in Section 3. We state and prove our main theorem in Section 4. Then, we demonstrate how base point analysis can be used as a roadmap for proving linearizability of Lazy List in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.
